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Technology Revolution: The Future of Now
Wednesday at 8 AM Pacific/11 AM Eastern
December 19th 2018: Game-Changers Crystal
Ball 2019 Predictions Part 3

The buzz: “I am interested in the future because I
expect to spend the rest of my life in the future”
(C.F. Kettering). If your #1 business wish this
holiday is knowing what 2019 holds for your
company, your industry and the world, we’ve got
the next best thing. We’re bringing you six weeks
of predictions from a total of 80 thought leaders
about the technologies, strategies, and trends
that can help you grow and compete in 2019 and
beyond. Pour a cup of Joe, Earl, or Dom, and join
us for SAP Game-Changers Radio 2019
Predictions – Part 3 live. You’ll hear from Tom
Raftery, SAP; Alistair Wheat
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Featured Guests
Tom Raftery
Inspirational international keynote speaker Tom Raftery is a Global Vice
President for SAP, a guest lecturer at the Instituto Internacional San
Telmo, and a board advisor for a number of start-ups. Before joining
SAP, Tom worked as an independent industry analyst focusing on the
Internet of Things, Energy and Sustainability, and also as a Futurist for
Gerd Leonhardt’s Futures Agency. Tom has a very strong background in
technology, sustainability, and social media having worked in the industry
since 1991. He is the co-founder of an Irish software development
company, a social media consultancy, and is co-founder of hyper
energy-efficient data center Cork Internet eXchange. Tom also worked
as
Read more

Alistair Wheate
With over 10 years’ experience in online media analysis, Alistair Wheate
leads the Product Strategy at Onalytica and works with a variety of
brands and agencies to advise on influencer marketing best practices.
Read more

David Graham
David Graham, Chief Innovation Officer, City of Carlsbad, Ca, is a
veteran smart cities leader having worked for several San Diego
Mayors, the County of San Diego and a stint in private sector public
affairs.
Read more

Kay Sargent
Kay Sargent, ASID, IIDA, CID, LEED® AP, MCR/w, WELL AP, is the
Senior Principal, Director of WorkPlace at HOK. In her 33 years of
experience Kay’s work has taken her to multiple continents where she
has worked with companies on their global real estate strategies and
designed workplaces of the future.
Read more

Devraj Bardhan
Devraj Bardhan, Global Leader – Digital Studio for SAP, IBM, is an
accomplished Global Leader for SAP Innovations at IBM.
Read more

Meg Divitto
Meg Divitto is a recently retired Vice President, Internet of Things,
Future Solutions and Technologies from IBM.
Read more

Harpreet Singh
Harpreet Singh is a Senior Manager in Deloitte Consulting and based
out of Pittsburgh. He is currently leading Data Center of Excellence in
SAP Technology practice within Deloitte.
Read more

Alexandra Witte
Alexandra Witte is an expert in virtual selling and evangelist for social
video. Sales and presales who go through her training increase speed
and scale of sales cycles, as well as customer engagement.
Read more

Kyle Tate
Kyle Tate, researcher and producer, Eventful Conferences, works on
unpacking industry challenges and how technology is playing a role in
enabling customers to meet the needs of the consumer and develops
conferences to address those challenges.
Read more

Birgit Starmanns
Birgit Starmanns is the Global Head of oCFO COE Thought
Leadership Strategy and Programs for Finance and Risk. As such, she
is responsible for driving the Global COE Thought Leadership initiatives
with a focus on market-facing content and programs to extend SAP's
market-leading brand reputation in Finance and Risk, while collaborating
and providing scale through coordination with both internal and external
teams. Her functional experience is in finance and management
accounting, including SAP S/4HANA Finance, core SAP ERP and
SAP EPM, and new technologies such as machine learning and cloud.
Birgit has over 30 years of experience across the Center of Excellence
(COE), solution marketing, solu
Read more

Joe Renz
Joe Renz is an Electronics Engineer from Stuttgart, Germany (Home of
Mercedes, Bosch, Porsche, etc.), and now resides in Chicago. After a
20-year corporate IT career at CA Technologies he co-founded New
Mobility Lab in June 2016. Simply put, cars and IT are in his blood.
Read more

Mike Lackey
Mike Lackey is the Global Vice President of Solution Management for
Digital Manufacturing at SAP. Mike has a unique set of knowledge that
covers both manufacturing software and design collaboration along with
over 30 years of experience in the manufacturing sector.
Read more

William “Bill” Newman
William "Bill" Newman serves as North America Executive Industry
Advisor Chief at SAP, providing industry perspective, strategic business
advice, and thought leadership to support SAP NA automotive and
discrete industry customers and their coinnovation programs. Bill is also
an author, professional speaker, writer and consultant with 30 years of
experience in strategy and IT planning across multiple industry sectors.
A Certified Management Consultant since 1995, he has led consulting
practices at Booz Company, KPMG BearingPoint, and Grant Thornton,
and led his own consulting firm, Newport Consulting Group, prior to
SAP. The author of two books on enterprise performance, Bills writings
have
Read more

Hudson Harris
As the Chief Engagement Officer for HarrisLogic, Hudson Harris enjoys
the privilege of spending time in the community and helping crisis
healthcare providers improve the quality of care they are giving.
Read more

Frederick Ronse
Frederick Ronse is the founder and CEO of Ovinto, a company
specialized in IoT and next generation rail freight supply chain efficiency.
Read more
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